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Abstract

Building and deploying a machine-learning model can be difficult to accomplish. 

Enabling data scientists to reproduce ML pipelines is equally challenging. 

Moreover, doing so can impact data science teams’ productivity, leading to a 

significant waste of time and resources.

Getting models up to speed in the first place is significant enough that it can be 

easy to overlook long-term management. What does this involve in practice? In 

essence, we have to compare the results of different versions of ML models to 

track what’s running where, and to redeploy and rollback updated models as 

needed. Each of these requires its own specific tools, and it’s these changes that 

make the ML lifecycle so challenging compared to traditional software 

development lifecycle (SDLC) management.

Paulo Gutierrez and Denny Lee will walk you through MLflow, an open source 

platform to manage the ML lifecycle, including experimentation, reproducibility, 

deployment, and a central model registry.

Outline

• MLflow quick start

• Track machine learning training runs

• Log, load and deploy MLflow models

• Run MLflow Projects on Databricks

• Manage the Lifecycle of MLflow Models in MLflow Model Registry



Technology

• A laptop with 8–16 GB of memory with Chrome or Firefox browsers installed

• A pre registration for the Databricks Community Edition
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